6 HEALTHY HABITS OF MIND FOR RESIDENTS

Advocacy
- Views education with an equity lens
- Speaks out and stands up for what is best for students and parents
- Lead with inclusivity
- Advocates for strong researched based instructional practices in education

Asset Based Thinking
- Views students and parents through the lens of the strengths they bring. Maintains a growth mindset. Willing to take risks.
- Willing to take risk.
- Growth mindset is practiced and modeled.

Persistance
- Approaches dilemmas with relentlessness and resourcefulness
- Solution oriented
- Strives for precision and knowledge of content
- Delivers well-planned and accurate instruction

Collaborative
- Collaborates with colleagues to strengthen instructional practices.
- Engages parent, colleagues, and students as partners.
- Fosters a collaborative learning environment in classroom setting.
- Participates in democratic decision making at the school site.

Inquiry
- Ask thought provoking questions
- Use the 5 E’s-Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate
- Reflect on instruction daily
- Use research and data to inform instructional practices

Communication
- Keep open lines of communication with district and university personal.
- Communicates thoughts, ideas, and needs for continued growth.
- Open minded.